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IBM Smarter Insurance

Forbes

“Big Data has arrived at

“Data is the new oil.”

Seton Health Care Family,
fortunately accompanied
by an analytics tool that
will help deal with the
complexity of more than
two million patient
contacts a year…”

Ann winbald, Co-founder
Hummer Winbald
Venture Capitial

The Wall Street
Journal
“Companies are being

inundated with data—
from information on
customer-buying habits to
supply-chain efficiency.
But many managers
struggle to make sense
of the numbers.”
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CNBC

The New York Times
“At the World Economic Forum last
month in Davos, Switzerland, Big
Data was a marquee topic. A report
by the forum, “Big Data, Big Impact,”
declared data a new class of
economic asset, like currency
or gold.

Forbes
“…now Watson is being put to work
digesting millions of pages of
research, incorporating the best clinical
practices and monitoring the outcomes
to assist physicians in treating cancer
patients.”

Financial Times

“Increasingly, businesses are
applying analytics to social
media such as Facebook and
Twitter, as well as to product
review websites, to try to
“understand where customers
are, what makes them tick and
what they want”, says Deepak
Advani, who heads IBM’s
predictive analytics group.”

Los Angeles Times
The Oscar Senti-meter — a tool
developed by the L.A. Times,
IBM and the USC Annenberg
Innovation Lab — analyzes
opinions about the Academy
Awards race shared in millions
of public messages on Twitter.”
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Data is the next oil – but instead of producing “energy” to power the
market; we will be producing the “insight” for a Smarter market

Velocity

Volume

12

terabytes

of Tweets created daily

Analyze customer sentiment

350

billion

5

Variety

100’s

million

trade events per second

Identify potential fraud

500

million

meter readings per annum

call detail records per day

Leverage external data

Prevent customer churn
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video
feeds

from surveillance cameras
Monitor events of interest

80%

data
growth

are images, video, documents…
Improve customer satisfaction
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Why Now?
Market Forces are Driving the transformation of customers and businesses

The emergence of
Big Data –
enabled by cost
effective storage and
processing of data
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The shift of power to
the consumer

Pressure to do more
with less
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Today’s Product Centric Insurance Company will not be able compete
in the new market….

Manage
Business is managed
retroactively. Insight
is aged. Problems
corrected after they
occur. Regulatory
response is reactive.

Claims
Focused on reducing
costs not delighting
customer. Systems
unable to help the
carrier help the
customer. Focus is
on throughput first,
savings second,
customer third
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Instinct

Legacy

Manage

Agents

Managing based on
results, responding
to regulation

Attracting agents to
grow the business

Agents
Primary approach for
growth – grow your
agents to grow your
business. Puts
customer and
customer data at arms
length

Product

Claims
Receive and pay
claims

Issue
Collect data,
underwrite, and issue
a policy

React

Issue
Inefficient multiday
process that is
complex, poorly
understood by the
customer, and very
time consuming.
Requires
cumbersome data
collection
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… the Smarter Insurance company leverages data to produce insight
aimed at attracting, protecting, and serving empowered customers
Attract

Optimize
Ensure solvency and
competitiveness by
applying
sophisticated
analytics to optimize
risk and capital; while
minimizing claim and
underwriting leakage

Serve
Delight customer by
anticipating needs and
rewarding lifetime
value. Ensure optimal
protection at all times.
Minimize impact of
loss thru prevention
and rapid restoration if
loss occurs
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Insight

Models

Optimize

Attract

Optimize business to
keep rates low and
remain solvent

Attract and retain
profitable
customers & agents

Attract and retain
agents and customers
with personalized
marketing, innovative
products, and a trusted
brand; through a
compelling multi
channel experience

Customer

Serve

Provide

Meet customer
needs and minimize
the impact of the
unexpected

Provide personalized
coverage to protect
against risks

Information Supply Chain

Provide
Provide personalized
coverage, price using
sophisticated
analytics, issue with
minimal effort, and
fulfill in real time
through any channel
or access point
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Information Supply Chain
The business producing
the most insight wins.
This requires a ready
supply of data

Consume
Provide

Business
Analytics

Gather
Sheets

Master Data

Visualization

Manufacture

Warehouse
Marts

Data

Govern

Streams
Content

3rd Parties
Policy Admin,
Claims Admin,
CRM, Billing,
Documents, etc.
7
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Decision
Making

Cubes

Social
Data

Quality

Lifecycle
Management

Security &
Privacy
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The IBM Big Data Platform – Enabling the Supply Chain

Analytic Applications
BI /
Exploration / Functional Industry Predictive Content
BI /
Reporting Visualization
App
App
Analytics Analytics
Reportin
g

IBM Big Data Platform
Visualization
& Discovery

Application
Development

Systems
Management

Accelerators

Data at Rest

Data in Motion

Data
Warehouse

Information Integration & Governance

Cloud | Mobile | Security
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Real Time Scoring
and Response

Web

Streaming Structured or Unstructured

Exploration/Discovery
Unstructured Data Analytics
BigSheets

Unstructured

Improved Analytics

Queryable
Archive
Branch

Trading

Account

Customer

Product

Marketing Settlements

Structured

IBM
BigInsights

IBM Netezza
ETL

Orders

Claims

Employee

Third Party

Reporting and Analytics
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• Real time fraud
management
• Intra-day risk/liquidity
analysis
• Real time trading
analysis
• Real time portfolio
analysis

Web/social
Structured

Regulatory
filings

Improved Analytics

IBM
Streams

Unstructured

Mobile

Streaming

•
•
•
•

Sentiment analysis
Social CRM
Enhanced risk Metrics
Influencer network
analysis
• Employee sentiment

Foundational
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capital adequacy
Risk
Fraud
Retention
Segmentation
Campaign Mgt
Surveillance
Compliance
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We are at a technology enabled inflection point…which way will you
turn?
 An explosion of data and advances in “models”
will enable a carrier to “Mass Produce” insight
 Yet business units are starving from a lack of data
across their business
 This is due in part to a self-limiting view that all
data must be structured and cleansed in order to
provide trusted insight
 Watson changes this, approaches based on
“evidence” and provides the notion of
“Confidence”
– Today we assume reports are 100% accurate

– We do this by ensuring the data is perfect
– Watson shows we can use all data – perfect or not

 Knowing Confidence puts “Question Answering”
into the context of “Decision Making”
 This will change how we think about providing
data and analytical tools to the business
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